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Advanced
batteries
Assessing lead-acid
the total cost
of ownership
recognized
as energy efficient backup
of UPS batteries
Understanding thefor
total data
cost of ownership
of your UPS battery can
solutions
centers
prevent downtime, thereby saving time and money.
Introduction

Heat generation and temperature –
are they
each ofissues?
the following
Whether you are a consultant,
planner,
facility
Data centers
need
reliable backupConsidering
power and controlling

resultscan
in lower
TCOassumption
for UPS users:
manager, end-user orsystems,
original equipment
as even brief power outages
be overallThe
that lead-acid batteries would
•
High
performance
manufacturer (OEM),detrimental
when selecting
an
for their business. Advanced leadgenerate a lot of heat is incorrect. Both
-	Look for batteries with a high-rate discharge
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), it is essential
acid battery technologies, such as thin plate
conventional AGM batteries and TPPL batteries
capability that sustains stable performance for a
to consider the total cost of ownership (TCO) of the
pure lead (TPPL), provide enhanced energy
emit an insignificant amount of heat.
long service term.
battery used as back-up. By investing in reliable,
efficiency,
long
working
life
even
in
higher
• Maximum reliability
long-life and easy to install batteries, lower TCO can
temperatures and help save energy-	while
Usually,can
a stable
+20°C temperature was
Higher battery reliability
be achieved
be achieved.
keeping the total cost of ownership down.
through:
required to achieve the best battery conditions.
®
		 - resilience to high
temperature.
Yet rarely are battery investments and running costs
Theoperating
PowerSafe
SBS® EON Technology®
		 been
-	homogeneous
voltage during
discussed; despite these
having one
of the have
biggest
Lead-acid
batteries
traditionally
the
batteries
have discharge
been designed for higher ambient
and
float
charge.
impacts on the overallpreferred
operatingbackup
costs ofpower
the UPS.
By
solution for the
temperatures, and have a design life of 15 years
		 -	shallow
discharge profile maintains
considering the TCO telecoms
of a batterysector.
installation
Theyand
areNOT
also a popular
backupvoltage
(7.5 years @ 30°C).
higher power across discharge cycle.
just the initial purchase cost, savings in operating
power solution for data centers. Both industries
• Long life – battery life is affected by:
costs of up to 37% can be achieved.
require advanced power solutions. - Temperature operating
If the other
rangeequipment in the data center does
not require
a +20°C
temperature,
savings can
		 -	To help determine
battery life
in relation
to
Use of UPS batteries
be
made
via
decreased
energy
consumption,
as
temperature, remember that for every 10°C
UPS batteries are primarily short-term to mediumabove 20°C, the
of the battery
reduced
lesslifecooling
may beisrequired.
term sources of stored energy. Batteries can support
by
50
percent.
a critical load for seconds or minutes. System
- Battery chemistry
capacity can be increased
adding moreisbattery
Heat by
Generation
insignificant
		 -	A battery’s ability to store and deliver power
strings. While batteries are not the primary source
slowly decreases over time. Premium battery
of backup power, they usually support the load until
an alternate source of power
is available,
such*asI float
a
Q watts
= V float
* 0.95 chemistries like thin plate pure lead (TPPL)
have high grid corrosion resistance, thereby
standby generator.
maximising power availability across battery life.

For a TPPL 100Ah 12V block
For lead calcium with float current
Factors affecting TCO
13.74
*
0.02
*
0.95
=
As a consequence of35mA
the above,
following
perthe100Ah
High performance and long service life are important
benefits
include:
13.68 * 0.035 * 0.95 =
260mw
per 12V lower
block 100Ah
factors that combine to result
in a significantly
• Fewer replacements
TCO. Only the TCO represents the true value of
454mw per 12V block 100Ah
owning a battery.
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• Reduced maintenance and service costs
• Lower disposal costs
•	Reduced reliance on thermal management
equipment

RESERVE
POWER

Energybatteries
efficiencyfor
in focus
Best
UPS use
Today
several
sub-categories
of batteriesimprovements
are available in
The TPPL
technology
brings significant
to the
energy
market
making
users for
to make
the right and
efficiency,
whichit difficult
is a key for
concern
data centers.
best choice, see table below.
EnerSys® has developed a unique manufacturing process to
Datacentre applications predominantly use valve regulated leadcreate thin plate pure lead grids that measure only one
acid (VRLA) batteries. These operate on the principle of oxygen
millimetre thin which
compared
to the the
conventional
- 4 millimetre
recombination
minimises
water loss2during
recharge.
thick
plates.
Using thin
improves powersolution
density,compared
i.e. gives
As
such
the battery’s
areplates
a maintenance-free
more
power
in
the
same
volume
and
mass,
as
more
plates
to vented wet cells which need to be periodically topped up can
be fitted
in the same-sized cell. Using a stronger acid in the
with
water.
battery further enhances power density.
Based on the same electrochemical process found in standard
lead-acid
TPPL batteries
thin
TPPL alsobattery
lowerstechnologies,
the energy consumption.
Weutilise
have very
measured
plates made of 99.99% “pure” lead, lead dioxide and electrolyte,
up to 40% reduction in the energy required to maintain a
held in an absorbed glass mat (AGM) between the plates.
battery fully charged, compared to a traditional lead-calcium
battery
withofthe
same power.
High
purity
materials
allows for a more efficient chemical
reaction resulting in higher energy densities than standard leadacid batteries can provide.
Long working life
Coupled
very low
internal
the
The TPPLwith
batteries
have
been resistance,
designed tothe
lasthigh
for purity
a longoftime.
materials
used gives
reduction
floatdesign
current
The DatasSafe®
HX+a significant
batteries have
10 to in
12the
years
required
to ismaintain
fullas
charge,
compared toaccording
standard VRLA
life, which
classified
high performance
to the
designs. This reduces energy consumption.
Eurobat guide.
Advanced TPPL batteries are virtually maintenance-free during
their anticipated design life.
VRLA AGM-lead
Thanks to very low self-discharging the TPPL calcium
batteries also
store well. Their shelf life is up to 24 months DataSafe
between®refresh
HX
charges (@ 20°C).
Design life (float mode at 20°C)

10 years

Effortless maintenance contributes to the low total cost of
Operating temperature range
-30°C to +45°C
ownership.
Storagethe
time
(atlead
20°C)
6 months
Finally,
pure
crystallography of the TPPL
batteries with
fine grain structure of the grid makes them highly resistant to
corrosion. Pure lead grids with the same design life can be
much thinner than cast lead calcium grids.

The TPPL technology, used in PowerSafe® SBS® EON Technology®,
has
an outstanding reputation for longer storage and service
TPPL provides a 22% improvement in volumetric power density over conventional AGM
life. It is also renowned for its lower energy consumption and
maintenance costs, leading to lower operatingTPPL
expense compared
with standard Conventional
VRLA batteries.
AGM

Determining,
predicting and measuring
TCO
offering 12V 100Ah
offering 12V 101Ah
It is often thought
that the lower the purchase
cost, then the
Volume:
Volume:
39.5can
cm long
lower the TCO.51cm
However,
much more benefit
be gained by
long
x 10.8 cm wide
x11cm wide
considering xthe
operating
costs.
Consideration
must
x 28.7 cm high =be given to
23.5 cm high =
12,243
cm
13,183
cm
maintenance needs, service intervals and life
expectancy.
3

3

Watts per cell to 15

Watts per cell to

min @ways
25°C =to determine, predict
Here we provide
and
measure
the TCO
15 min
@ 25°C
=
296wpc
337wpc
for a lead-acid battery used within a UPS. When
deciding to invest
in a battery it is important to measure the TCO in order to predict
how the investment will be paid back.

Total cost of investment of a battery for a UPS system depends on:
• Capital cost
- Initial investment
• Rack or cabinet installation cost
- Installation
• Operating cost
- Maintenance
- Energy consumption

Grid at the end of life (The TPPL grid is on the right)

VRLA AGM

VRLA AGM TPPL

Flooded lead-acid

Conclusion
®
®
PowerSafe
V-FToptimalPowerSafe
SBS®application
Flooded
Selecting the
backup power
for a data
EON Technology®

center should be based on calculations consisting of the data
15 years
15 years
center’s requirements; load, performance, power, space and
maintenance parameters and the cost. The application that
-30°C to +45°C
-40°C to +50°C
-10°C to +45°C
best responses to these needs should be selected.

12 years

6 months

24 months

3 months

Enhances brought by technology evolution - energy efficiency,
heat tolerance, corrosion resistance, energy savings, long
storage and design/working life - make advanced lead acid
batteries a viable backup power solutions for data centers and
deliver power without interruption or data losses.
Featured products: PowerSafe®SBS®EON Technology® DataSafe®HX+
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- Spare parts stock, logistics and handling
- Training cost of maintenance personnel
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- Temperature management
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Initial investment in a battery for a typical UPS application
Cost comparison of various lead-acid battery ranges; 15 minutes, 300 kVA.
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4,500 €

5,444 €

= Reliability

l Cost of Ownership per year (€)
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4,859 €

0.2

4,422 €

4,136 €

* TCO is the sum of the annuity of the initial
battery investment and the annual
maintenance/service costs

Initial investment in a battery for a typical UPS application
Cost comparison of various lead-acid battery ranges; 15 minutes, 300 kVA.
60,000 €
5,000 €

50,000 €

7,800 €

Original Investment (€)

Energy
in focus
Impactefficiency
of TCO on
battery types used in a UPS

Based
on the
comparison
can now betomade
TPPL provides a 22% improvement in volumetric power density over conventional AGM
The
TPPL
technology
brings asignificant
improvements
energy
40,000
€above criteria,
between the
annual
over thefor
lifetime
against the original
efficiency,
which
is acosts
key concern
data centers.
5,000 €
TPPL
investment.
30,000 The
€ TCO is the sum of the initial battery investment3,500 €
5,000
€
and the ®annual operating costs.
Conventional
EnerSys has developed a unique 5,000
manufacturing
process
to
44,200 € AGM
3,500
€
€
5,000
€
20,000
€ assumptions
The following
are made:
create
thin plate
pure lead grids
that
measure
only one
3,900
€
offering 12V 100Ah
offering 12V 101Ah
3,900 €
millimetre thin compared to the conventional 2 - 4 millimetre 26,700 €
Calculation
assumptions
Volume:
21,800 €
Volume:
16,000power
€
thick 10,000
plates. €Using thin
plates
density, i.e. gives
cm long
51cm long
14,025
€ improves
EnerSys
Flooded
Battery type
“Low Cost”
EnerSys
Power- EnerSys x39.5
10.8 cm wide
x11cm wide
more power in the same volume and mass,Standard
as more plates
can
®
®
®
lead-acid,
VRLA DataSafe HX
Safe
V-FT
PowerSafex 28.7 cm high
=
x 23.5 cm
high =
0€
13,183 cm
“Low Cost” cell. Using
EnerSys a stronger
Flooded
be fitted in the same-sized
acid in the EnerSys
single cells
AGMEnerSys
battery
SBS® EON 12,243 cm
Standard VRLA
DataSafe HX
PowerSafe
PowerSafe
lead-acid,
®
TechnologyWatts
Watts per cell to 15
battery further enhances
power density.
SBS EON
AGM Battery
(10+ year life)
V-FT
single cells
per cell to
3

3

®

®

(10 year life)

Average service life of battery (in years)

6

(12+ year life)

Technology®
7
(front terminals)
(15 year life)

TPPL also lowers the energy consumption. We have measured
Maintenance cost per year
500 eurorange
500 euro
Battery
up to 40% reduction in the energy required to maintain a
Customer’s
internal
costs as a % of
Replacement
costs
per year
4%
2.5%
battery
fully
comparedcosts
to a traditional lead-calcium
Rack
orcharged,
cabinet & installation
original
investment
battery
with the
same
power.
Purchased
cost
of battery
Replacement
costs
per
year
1,122 euro
800 euro

(15 year life)min @ 25°C =
9 296wpc

11

15 min @ 25°C
12 =
337wpc

400 euro

400 euro

800 euro

1.5%

1%

1%

654 euro

534 euro

884 euro

Battery’s annual total cost of ownership in a typical UPS application *
Long comparison
working life of various lead-acid battery ranges
Cost
1.2
1.0
0.8
6,437 €

5,500 €

0.6

= Reliability

Total Cost of Ownership per year (€)

The TPPL
batteries
have been designed to last for a long time.
7,000
€
The DatasSafe® HX+ batteries have 10 to 12 years design
6,500 €
life, which is classified as high performance according to the
€
Eurobat6,000
guide.

Advanced
TPPL batteries are virtually maintenance-free during
Grid at the end of life (The
0.4 TPPL grid is on the right)
5,000 €
their anticipated design life.
5,444 €
0.2
* TCO is the sum of the annuity of the initial
4,500 €
Thanks to very low self-discharging4,859
the €TPPL batteries also
battery investment and the annual
4,422 €
Conclusion
4,136 €
maintenance/service costs
0
4,000
€ shelf
store well.
Their
life
is
up
to
24
months
between
refresh
“Low Cost”
EnerSys
EnerSys
EnerSys
Flooded
Selecting
the
optimal
backup
power application for a data
VRLA
DataSafe HX
PowerSafe
PowerSafe
lead-acid,
charges (@ 20°C). Standard
AGM battery
(10+ year life)
V-FT
single
cells be based on calculations consisting of the data
SBS EON center
should
(10 year life)
(12+ year life)
(15 year life)
Technology
(15 year life) center’s requirements; load, performance, power, space and
Effortless maintenance contributes to the lowBattery
total cost
rangeof
maintenance parameters and the cost. The application that
ownership.
Summary
best responses to these needs should be selected.
The main factors affecting the total cost of ownership (TCO) of a
brings nearly the same reliability as the flooded lead-acid
Finally,
the pure
leadare
crystallography
of the
TPPLrack
batteries
with
UPS battery
system
initial investment
costs,
or cabinet
option but brought
at the fraction
of the TCO.
TPPL -offers
a long
life,
Enhances
by technology
evolution
energy
efficiency,
fine
grain
structure
of
the
grid
makes
them
highly
resistant
to
installation costs and operating costs such as energy consumed,
resilience to corrosion and sustains a stable performance
heat tolerance, corrosion resistance, energy savings, long
maintenance,
logistics,
handling
throughout the service life.
corrosion. Purespare
lead parts
grids stock,
with the
same design
lifeand
cantraining.
be
storage and design/working life - make advanced lead acid
much thinner than cast lead calcium grids.
batteries a viable backup power solutions for data centers and
Investing in a TPPL battery, such as PowerSafe® SBS® EON
deliver power without interruption or data losses.
Technology®, offers the best value TCO. Such an investment
®

®

®

Featured products: PowerSafe SBS EON Technology
Have a specific question
you want answered?
Visit our website at www.enersys-emea.com
®

®

®

DataSafe®HX+
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